
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE IN A SMALL BUSINESS PLAN

A small business can use one of three primary organization structure options: functional, divisional or matrix. Essentially,
the organizational structure creates a .

Deal with the planning, deployment, and implementation of a new project. There is one main manager who
participates in all business departments. The owner still makes decisions. It gives the owner control of making
decisions and assigning tasks. A business organizational chart can also improve cross-functional
communication throughout your business, which leads to more effective project management. In other words,
organizations that need isolated technical advice to assist employees who handle or manage the day-to-day
operations on the front line. The IT Information Technology manager may do the same, and so forth.
Essentially, the organizational structure creates a business hierarchy to increase the efficiency and
effectiveness of the business operations. You Also Might Like Are there any duties that fall through the
cracks? Write a list of all the employees at your company, and include the pertinent information about them
that we mentioned above. Click here to free download Org Chart Software. That way you can erase while in
discussion to iron out the details. Is there unnecessary overlap between individual workers? Enacts marketing
strategy according to the development plan. Everything will depend on the relationship between managers
and, especially, on the appropriate use of IT to aid in internal communication. Of course, you can always
reorganize your business framework down the road. Functional The functional structure is the most commonly
used by most businesses. The department staff reports to their manager. Different small businesses operate in
different ways, so there is no one-size-fits-all solution every small business should choose for an
organizational structure. Matrix The matrix structure is often used by video game and movie companies, with
various departments, all equal, working in tandem to produce a single final product. The multi-level
management can make decisions and delegate responsibilities. Alternatively, feel free to try more advanced
HR functions by free downloading the easy org chart creator. Organizational structure examples of this type
include insurance companies, engineering firms, law firms, regulatory agencies, etc. This organizational
structure example is suitable for small companies, such as manufacturing, hotels, medium-sized car repair
shops, medical clinics, or other types of business where informal structures allow functional control over
employees without generating conflicts between managers. Simply check out this org chart creator guide for
more info. The purpose is to give a visual aid that represents the organizational structure. There are a group of
sales managers that work between the owner and sales staff. The matrix organizational structure has the most
decentralization, which means it can confuse employees about who is in charge. Divisional Organizational
Structure Divisional organizational structures decentralize the functional organizational structure because the
roles of the employees are divided by product or region, rather than function, within your business. In this
case, it won't matter if the right hand fails to talk to the left, since products don't depend directly on each other.
If your business sells different products, you can also separate roles by the product under a divisional
organizational structure. The template below is free for download, so you can use it and replace the default
photos, names and titles into yours. The functional structure provides focus to the employees, because they
know they are working toward a common goal. Small business owners are busy peopleâ€”we get thatâ€”but
most human resource professionals would suggest that you invest a little time in an organization chart. This
insures that your demands in different markets are being met in a localized fashion. There is no specific
structure that fits every organization.


